THE GOOD

FESTIVAL 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION

Distribution: Universal

Featuring a selection of the best in indie and alternative, this is the ultimate weekend of music.

MOVIE EXTRAS

AND MOTHER MAKES THICK: SERIES 2

Distribution: Fox

Misty is a jaded mother who has lost her way. Dorothea, her two daughters, are all that keep her going.

MOVIE EXTRAS

THE BAD

GAY SONOA: SERIES 1

Distribution: Netflix

One of the most controversial shows of the year, Gay Sonoa tells the story of a gay man growing up in a world that doesn’t understand him.

MOVIE EXTRAS

JULIET BRAVO: SERIES 6

Distribution: Netflix

The ultimate spy thriller, Juliet Bravo follows a team of agents on a mission to save the world from a deadly threat.

MOVIE EXTRAS

SUDDEN IMPACT

Distribution: Netflix

The story of a team of detectives who must solve a series of deadly crimes.

MOVIE EXTRAS

THE UGLY

HANNAH MONTANA: SERIES 4

Distribution: Disney

The final season of the beloved teen show, Hannah Montana follows the story of a teen with a secret.

MOVIE EXTRAS

WHAT?

Distribution: Warner Bros.

A dark comedy thriller that follows a group of friends who must uncover a conspiracy.

MOVIE EXTRAS

SILENT VOICES

Distribution: Sony Pictures

A heartwarming story of a young girl who finds her voice.

MOVIE EXTRAS

WE RING THE CHAMPIONS 2008

Distribution: Sony Pictures

The story of a team of athletes who must apply themselves to bring home the gold.

MOVIE EXTRAS

WE'RE ONE RIGHT SHADE: EXTREME BUILDING

Distribution: Fox

A reality show where a team of builders must create the most extreme structures.

MOVIE EXTRAS

THE MOTHERLAND: SERIES 3

Distribution: Universal

The story of a woman who must navigate her way through a world that doesn’t understand her.

MOVIE EXTRAS

HAPPY TREE FRIENDS: SEASON 3

Distribution: Cartoon Network

The adventures of a group of friends who must save their home from danger.

MOVIE EXTRAS

DARKHORSE

Distribution: Netflix

The story of a group of people who must navigate the world of the supernatural.

MOVIE EXTRAS

THE MOTHERLAND: SERIES 3

Distribution: Universal

The story of a woman who must navigate her way through a world that doesn’t understand her.

MOVIE EXTRAS

THE MOTHERLAND: SERIES 3

Distribution: Universal

The story of a woman who must navigate her way through a world that doesn’t understand her.

MOVIE EXTRAS

THE MOTHERLAND: SERIES 3

Distribution: Universal

The story of a woman who must navigate her way through a world that doesn’t understand her.

MOVIE EXTRAS